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Abstract— 4D light field data record the scene from multiple
views, thus implicitly providing beneficial depth cue for salient
object detection in challenging scenes. Existing light field salient
object detection (LF SOD) methods usually use a large number of
views to improve the detection accuracy. However, using so many
views for LF SOD brings difficulties to its practical applications.
Considering that adjacent views in a light field are actually with
very similar contents, in this work, we propose defining a more
efficient pattern of input views, i.e., key sparse views, and design
a network to effectively explore the depth cue from sparse views
for LF SOD. Specifically, we firstly introduce a low rank-based
statistical analysis to the existing LF SOD datasets, which allows
us to conclude a fixed yet universal pattern for our key sparse
views, including the number and positions of views. These views
maintain the sufficient depth cue, but greatly lower the number
of views to be captured and processed, facilitating practical
applications. Then, we propose an effective solution with a key
Complementary and Discriminative Interaction Module (CDIM)
for LF SOD from key sparse views, named CDINet. The CDINet
follows a two-stream structure to extract the depth cue from
the light field stream (i.e., sparse views) and the appearance cue
from the RGB stream (i.e., center view), generating features and
initial saliency maps for each stream. The CDIM is tailored for
inter-stream interaction of both these features and saliency maps,
using the depth cue to complement the missing salient regions
in RGB stream and discriminate the background distraction,
to enhance the final saliency map further. Extensive experiments
on three LF multi-view datasets demonstrate that our CDINet
not only outperforms the state-of-the-art 2D methods, but also
achieves competitive performance as compared with the state-of-
the-art 3D and 4D methods. The code and results of our method
are available at https://github.com/GilbertRC/LFSOD-CDINet.

Index Terms— Light field, salient object detection, sparse
views, complementary and discriminative interaction.
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I. INTRODUCTION

SALIENT object detection (SOD) is a fundamental task in
computer vision, which aims to locate the most attractive

objects in a scene. In the past years, great progress has been
achieved in the SOD based on RGB images [1], [2], [3],
[4], [5], [6]. To further improve the detection accuracy in
challenging scenes, some recent works [7], [8], [9], [10], [11],
[12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22],
[23], [24], [25] apply the emerging light field data to this task,
referred to LF SOD. The light field data provide the depth cue
of the scene [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], being a key
supplement to the appearance cue of RGB images for SOD.
Currently, there are two main forms of light field data used
for LF SOD, i.e., the focal stack [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12],
[13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18] and the multi-view array [19],
[20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25]. In this paper, we focus on
the further exploration of multi-view-based LF SOD.

Different from a traditional RGB image, a multi-view array
of light field comprises multiple RGB images (i.e., views)
that capture the scene from different perspectives [33]. The
disparities among its views can implicitly provide the depth
cue. However, for a multi-view-based LF SOD method, using a
large number of views may present a challenge to its practical
applications. That is, we need a very costly process to capture
the required input views. The amount of data to be transmitted
and stored will be also increased if we expect to compute
saliency maps in cloud terminals. In Fig. 1, we show the two
representative multi-view-based methods, i.e., LFDCN [21]
and MTCNet [22], including their required input views and
the generated saliency maps. In LFDCN [21], all views are
selected as their input. For example, for a 7 × 7 light
field, 49 views must be captured. MTCNet [22] reduces the
number of input views with a specific star-shaped pattern,1

but generates even better result than LFDCN. This inspires us
that it is possible to use much fewer views to address the LF
SOD, as long as the appropriate views are selected.

In a light field, adjacent views are actually very similar to
each other [34], [35], [36], as they capture the same scene only
from slightly different perspectives. Given this fact, we argue
that there is a pattern of key sparse views (i.e., small number of
selected views for providing sufficient depth cue) for LF SOD.
To verify this assumption, we apply a low-rank model [37],

1This input pattern does not satisfy the definition of sparse views. Sparse
views not only mean the fewer number of views, but also require the maximum
disparity between the neighboring views larger than 1 pixel [33].
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Fig. 1. The input pattern and the predicted saliency maps of LFDCN [21],
MTCNet [22] and ours. Our method achieves more accurate result with sparse
views (only with five diagonal views). GT represents ground truth, and the
red box on each input pattern represents center view.

Fig. 2. The average RMSE between the low-rank light field and the original
7 × 7 light field in the mixed LF SOD dataset [21], [39]. The rank k can be
considered as the number of key views for a rank-k light field.

[38] on the existing LF SOD datasets [21], [39]. It analyses
the relationship between light field information and its number
of views in the commonly used 7 × 7 light field. In Fig. 2,
it shows the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) between the
low-rank light field and the original one under different rank
k. It reveals that the (approximate) rank of a light field is
far less than the original number of views. For a 7 × 7
light field, selecting five to nine key views can represent
most information of the whole forty-nine views. Furthermore,
according to the analysis, the key views are located at the five
diagonal positions for most light fields. Therefore, we define
the views at these five fixed positions as our key sparse views.
They greatly reduce the number of required input views but
still can achieve expected performance for LF SOD. As shown
in Fig. 1, with these key sparse views, we can still achieve
accurate result.

Given the above key sparse views, another challenge is
how to combine the depth cue2 from them and the appear-
ance cue from the RGB image3 effectively for LF SOD.
These two cues belong to different modalities, and most deep
learning-based methods [14], [15], [16], [17], [22] deal with
the combination via the two-stream fusion strategy. To be
specific, a two-stream network is adopted to extract the two
cues separately. Then, some methods [15], [16], [17], [22]

2We extract the depth cue in an unsupervised manner [29], [40] (i.e., taking
view synthesis as target) to avoid it being potentially supervised by low-quality
depth maps. For more details, please refer to Sec. IV-D.

3In multi-view-based LF SOD, the center view is usually taken as a separate
RGB image to provide the appearance cue. GT is aligned with it.

focus on fusing the extracted two-stream features (i.e., fea-
ture fusion), while others [14] directly generate and fuse
the two-stream saliency maps (i.e., result fusion). However,
the feature fusion ignores the prior information contained in
initial two-stream saliency maps that can judge the validity of
features, while the result fusion loses the rich texture and struc-
ture information of features. We take both fusion strategies
into consideration, proposing comprehensive feature-result
fusion. That is, we obtain the enhanced cross-modal features
by exploiting both two-stream features and initial saliency
maps. In this way, we can combine the two cues more
effectively.

To this end, we propose our Complementary and Discrimi-
native Interaction Network (CDINet) for LF SOD. It follows
the two-stream structure, but both features and initial saliency
maps are extracted from the light field stream and the RGB
stream. For the effective two-stream feature-result fusion,
we design a novel Complementary and Discriminative Interac-
tion Module (CDIM), which has two ingenious units. The first
unit is the Maximum-based Complementarity Unit. In this
unit, by the pixel-wise maximum comparison between the two
initial saliency maps, we can find the location of the missing
salient regions in each stream. This location information
provided by the two initial maps allows us to use the RGB and
light field features in a guided way to highlight more com-
plete salient regions. The second unit is the IOU-weighted
Discrimination Unit. In this unit, the depth cue from the light
field stream is used to eliminate the background distraction
in RGB features. We further consider the non-ideal case for
this unit, i.e., the salient object is not close to the foreground
(invalid depth cue). In this case, the light field-stream saliency
map often has no intersection with the RGB-stream saliency
map, which can be used as the prior information to assess the
validity of the depth cue, and thereby mitigate the negative
effects brought by the invalid depth cue on this unit. Using the
features obtained by the above two units in CDIM together,
our CDINet is able to use much fewer views in a light field
and achieves competitive performance compared with 21 state-
of-the-art 2D, 3D and 4D methods on three LF multi-view
datasets.

Our main contributions are summarized as follows:

• We explore the LF SOD from sparse views for the first
time, efficiently reducing the huge number of input views.
Accordingly, we propose a novel CDINet to effectively
explore the depth cue from sparse views with the com-
prehensive cross-modal feature-result interaction.

• We introduce a low-rank model in a thorough statistical
analysis to select the key sparse views as the network
input. Such efficient input pattern can preserve most of
the light field information according to their specific
number and positions.

• We propose a CDIM for the cross-modal feature-result
interaction, which consists of a Maximum-based Com-
plementarity Unit and an IOU-weighted Discrimination
Unit. The former one maximizes the complementarity
of cross-modal features to detect more complete salient
regions, and the latter one discriminates the validity of
depth cue before using it to eliminate the background
distraction in RGB features.
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II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we firstly introduce the multiple represen-
tations of 4D light field. Then, we briefly review the existing
SOD methods for 2D and 3D contents. Finally, we summarize
the development history of 4D LF SOD community.

A. Light Field Representation
Light field, which is commonly captured by the plenoptic

camera [41], [42], [43] or camera array [44], can simulta-
neously record the angular and spatial information of the
light rays in the scene via its novel 4D representation
L(u, v, x, y) ∈ R(U ·V )×(X ·Y ), where (u, v) and (x, y) denote
the angular and spatial domains respectively with the reso-
lutions of (U · V ) and (X · Y ). In the first row of Fig. 3,
we show examples of the captured light field, including the
lenslet image (i.e., macro-pixel array4) and the multi-view
array. Lenslet image, which is the data form captured by the
plenoptic camera, records the light field with the macro-pixel
array. Each macro pixel Lx∗,y∗(u, v) records the fixed spatial
position (x∗, y∗) from U ·V different views, providing the rich
angular information of the light rays. Multi-view array, as the
more familiar form of the light field, can be obtained by the
camera array or split from the lenslet image. Each element
Lu∗,v∗(x, y) of this form is the normal image captured from
a specific angular position (u∗, v∗), enabling the multi-view
perception of the scene.

As shown in the second row of Fig. 3, we can subsequently
generate the focal stack and depth map from the captured
light field. The generating method has been described in many
literatures [27], [29], [33], [46], and its core idea is the linear
relationship between the spatial-angular position changes of
light rays and their depth values. The focal stack comprises
a series of images refocused on the specific depth planes,
which can reflect the implicit depth cue via the blurriness on
each plane. In contrast, the depth map can explicitly give the
pixel-wise distance information of the scene.

B. Salient Object Detection for 2D and 3D
In the past decades, many efforts have been made to the 2D

SOD methods due to the low-cost acquisition of input data,
including traditional and deep learning-based methods [1],
[2], [3]. The core idea of traditional methods is to exploit
the prior knowledge like contrast prior [47] and objectness
prior [48], [49], which is easily violated in complicated
scenes. To alleviate these problems, the deep learning-based
methods further integrate the high-level semantic features with
diverse network strategies, e.g., deep supervision and short
connections [50], guidance of fixation prior [51], cascaded
partial decoder [52], three-level hybrid loss [53], context-
aware pyramid feature attention [54], interactive two-stream
decoder for saliency and contour [55], content-aware guidance
for feature learning [56], and spatial attenuation context [57].
However, the well-designed strategies cannot fully bridge the
huge gap between 2D content and 4D scene.

4The lenslet image as a macro-pixel array only applies to plenoptic
1.0 camera (e.g., Lytro [42]). For plenoptic 2.0 camera (e.g., Raytrix [43]),
the captured lenslet image is formed by a micro-image array, but it can also
be split into a multi-view array [45].

Fig. 3. Examples of light field in the HFUT-Lytro dataset [10]. The 1st row
shows the lenslet image (i.e., macro-pixel array) captured by the plenoptic
1.0 camera, and the multi-view array. The 2nd row shows the focal stack and
depth map generated from light field, and the ground truth of saliency map.

Recently, deep learning-based methods on 3D RGB-D SOD
have attracted the most research interest for its key supplemen-
tation of the depth cue [58], [59]. Considering the different
modal information provided by the depth map and the RGB
image, numerous strategies [60], [61], [62], [63], [64], [65],
[66], [67], [68], [69], [70], [71], [72], [73], [74] are proposed
to explore the complementarity between them, especially the
two-stream fusion strategy [64], [65], [66], [67], [68], [69],
[70], [71], [72], [73], [74]. Piao et al. [64] introduced a
depth-induced multi-scale weighting module to combine the
multi-scale context features with depth cue. Li et al. [65]
designed an information conversion module to fuse the high-
level cross-modal features. In [66], they further took the
cross-scale features into consideration with a cross-modal
weighting module. Fan et al. [67] used the initial saliency map
generated from the high-level cross-modal features to refine
the low-level ones. Li et al. [68] fused the cross-modal fea-
tures progressively in an attention steered interweave manner.
Huang et al. [69] used bilinear and linear fusion jointly to
explore the complementarity between cross-modal features.
Liu et al. [70] proposed a selective self-mutual attention
module to propagate global contexts for both features. In [71],
they propagated the global contexts further using multi-head
attention in a cross modality transformer. Zhang et al. [72] paid
attention to the quality of depth maps with the cross-modal
attention unit.

Combined with the explicit depth cue provided by the depth
map and the above fusion strategies, the SOD performance has
achieved great gains. Most existing LF SOD methods [14],
[15], [16], [17], [22] including our CDINet are inspired by
the two-stream fusion strategy of 3D SOD. In our solution,
however, implicit depth cue is extracted from the light field
stream, so that the quality of input depth maps is no longer a
limitation, yielding richer perception of the scene.

C. 4D Salient Object Detection

Based on the multiple representation of light field, the
existing LF SOD methods can be mainly classified into
the focal stack-based methods [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12],
[13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18] and the multi-view-based
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methods [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25]. More details
about the development of LF SOD can be found in the recently
published survey paper [75].

Li et al. [7], [11] proposed the pioneering work to explore
the focal stack for LF SOD. They calculated the focusness
cue on each slice and fused them with the color cue from
all-focus image (i.e., RGB image) to predict the final saliency
map. In [8], they further integrated this focusness cue into
a unified saliency detection framework for the heterogeneous
data type. Zhang et al. [9] introduced the extra depth contrast
saliency from light field to enhance the original color cue.
Piao et al. [12] constructed an object-guided depth map to
fuse the depth, focusness and color cues. Deep learning
models were also applied to extract and integrate the focusness
and color cues. Wang et al. [14] proposed the first deep
learning-based method to explore the result fusion for two-
stream cues. Zhang et al. [15] designed a memory-oriented
spatial fusion module for the interaction of two-stream fea-
tures. In [16], they proposed a light field refinement module
to eliminate the homogeneity and refine the dissimilarities
between cross-modal features. Liu et al. [17] first built dual
local graphs to integrate focal stack features with the guidance
of the all-focus feature. Then, they proposed fusing the two
kinds of features in a recurrent guidance way. Different from
the above methods, Piao et al. [18] distilled the features
from focal stack to RGB image to improve the computational
efficiency of LF SOD.

Focal stack simulates the refocusing ability of human vision
system, which provides the natural advantage for distinguish-
ing the salient objects from cluttered background. However,
this data form loses partial angular information of light field.
Zhang et al. [10] added the extra multi-view flow cue into their
focal stack-based method. To directly explore the multi-view
array for LF SOD, Piao et al. [19] proposed the first deep
learning-based method to fuse the pseudo multi-view saliency
maps from a single view. In [20], they extended their work to
further exploit the spatial correlation among multi-view images
synthesized from the single view. Zhang et al. [21] extracted
potential depth cues by learning angular changes in each macro
pixel of lenslet image. Zhang et al. [22] used a multi-task
collaborative network to fuse the depth saliency features from
star-shaped views with other saliency features. In [25], they
explored the depth cue among views via graphs. Recently, two
works [23], [24] exploit the depth cue in the multi-view array
as a boundary cue for SOD. Jing et al. [23] predicted a salient
edge map by analyzing the multi-view array’s horizontal and
vertical epipolar-plane images (EPIs), which was used to refine
the RGB features. Wang et al. [24] extracted boundary features
from macro-EPI forms of the multi-view array and designed
a two-stream network with cascaded boundary interaction to
fuse these features with the RGB features.

For its lossless representation of light field, in this work,
we focus on the further exploration of the multi-view-based
LF SOD. Different from [21], [22], [23], [24], which require
many neighboring views work together, we exploit a more
sparse but efficient input pattern (i.e., the key sparse views)
for our CDINet. Besides, our CDINet combines both feature
fusion [15], [16], [17], [22], [24] and result fusion [14] for
cross-modal interaction, which we call “feature-result fusion”,

Fig. 4. The processing flow of low rank-based statistical analysis for each
light field in the mixed LF SOD dataset [21], [39].

to explore the implicit depth cue from the key sparse views
more effectively.

III. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we firstly formulate the target problem in
Sec. III-A. Then, we analyze our sparse views selection in
Sec. III-B, give the overview of our CDINet in Sec. III-C,
and elaborate its key module CDIM in Sec. III-D. Finally,
we provide the implementation details in Sec. III-E.

A. Problem Formulation

As described in Sec. II-A, a 4D light field L(u, v, x, y) ∈

R(U ·V )×(X ·Y ) can be represented as a multi-view array:

L =
{

Lu,v | 1 ≤ u ≤ U, 1 ≤ v ≤ V
}
, (1)

where each view Lu,v ∈ RX×Y captures the same scene from
a specific angular position (u, v). The disparity between views
provides the implicit depth cue of scene [27], [29], which can
assist locating the foreground object for LF SOD.

However, since the disparity between neighboring views is
very small, the content of Lu,v is very similar with each other.
Using all U · V views is not only redundant for the extraction
of depth cue but also costly for capturing process. Our goal is
to find k most contributing views (i.e., the key sparse views)
from original U · V views (k ≪ U · V ), and design a network
to explore the depth cue from these k views for LF SOD. This
problem can be formulated as:

S = g(
{

L1, · · · , Lk
}
) s. t. k ≪ U · V, (2)

where S is the saliency map, {L1, · · · , Lk} are the k key
sparse views to be selected, and g(·) is the network which
predicts the saliency map from the key sparse views.

B. Key Sparse Views Selection

Considering the obvious similarities among the views in
light field, we focus in this subsection on exploring a sparse but
efficient input pattern (i.e., the key spare views), which enables
the fewer input views while contains the sufficient implicit
depth cue, for LF SOD. To determine the exact number and
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Fig. 5. The appearance frequency of key views on each view position of the low-rank light field Lk . We present results on 7 × 7 light fields, and also
present results on 5 × 5 and 9 × 9 light fields for comprehensiveness.

positions of these key views, we conduct a thorough low
rank-based statistical analysis on a mixed LF SOD dataset,
which includes HFUT-Lytro Illum [21] (640 scenes) and
DUTLF-V2 [39] (4204 scenes), totaling 4844 scenes.

As shown in Fig. 4, for each light field, we firstly vectorize
its all views, and then stack them into a large light field matrix
L ∈ R(X ·Y )×(U ·V ):

L =
[
vec(L1,1) | · · · | vec(Lu,v) | · · · | vec(LU,V )

]
, (3)

where vec(Lu,v) denotes the vectorized form of view Lu,v , X ·

Y is the pixels number of each view, and U ·V is the total views
number in light field. In fact, many views in light field can
be approximately represented by the weighted combination of
some key views [76], which reveals that the full-rank L can
be expressed in a low-rank way.

Thus, a low-rank model [37], [38] is introduced to complete
the low-rank process of L, which depends on the singular value
decomposition (SVD) to L:

L = U6VT
= B · C, (4)

where we use B ∈ R(X ·Y )×(U ·V ) and C ∈ R(U ·V )×(U ·V ) to
denote U6 and VT , respectively. Given the target rank k, the
low-rank light field Lk can be obtained as:

L ≈ Lk
= Bk

· Ck s. t. rank(Lk) = k, (5)

where Bk
∈ R(X ·Y )×k is the first k columns of B, and Ck

∈

Rk×(U ·V ) is the first k rows of C . In this way, the low-rank
light field Lk can be generated from the original full-rank one,
which comprises k key views according to its rank.

To determine the required number of key views, we statis-
tically analyze the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) value
between Lk and L with different k in the mixed dataset:

RMSE(Lk, L) =

√
1

U · V · X · Y
(L − Lk)

2
. (6)

Then, for each k, we turn to find the positions of k key views
in Lk . Mathematically, this is the subset selection problem in

a rank-deficient matrix. One solution is to perform the QR
decomposition with column pivoting (QR-CP) [77], [78] on
the Lk (i.e., Lk5 = Q R) to make the diagonal elements
in R in a descending order. In this way, the permutation
matrix 5 moves the k views that are as linearly independent
as possible in Lk to the first k columns of Lk5, and these
views are able to represent the rest of U · V − k views better,
i.e., they are the desired key views. According to the first k
columns of 5, we can obtain their positions in Lk . Note that,
for each light field in the mixed dataset, these positions may
be different. We count the number of times that each view
position is identified as a key view position, denoting it as the
appearance frequency of key views at that position, so as to
find generalized positions for our key sparse views.

Here, the total views number U · V of each light field is
selected as 7 × 7, and thus rank k varies from 1 to 49. As the
RMSE-k curve shown in Fig. 2, Lk gradually approaches
the original matrix L as target rank k increases. Notably,
the RMSE value decreases sharply when rank k increases
from 1 to 5, and it tends to level off after k reaches 9. This
reveals that five to nine key views are sufficient to represent
the original 7 × 7 light field in a quasi-lossless way. As shown
in Fig. 5(a), when rank k = 5, although the position of key
views varies in each light field according to the scene content,
noise, etc, the appearance frequency of them on five diagonal
positions exceeds that on other positions by a large margin.
When k = 9, the nine concentrated positions contain the above
five diagonal positions, while the extra four positions have
a relatively lower frequency. In Fig. 5(b) and 5(c), we also
present the statistical results on light fields with different view
numbers, i.e., 5 × 5 and 9 × 9 light fields. They show a similar
pattern to the results obtained from the 7 × 7 light fields.

According to the above statistical analysis, we observe
that the five diagonal positions have the prominent ability to
represent the original light field. Therefore, we extract these
five diagonal views from the original light field as the explored
key sparse views, which form a concise yet efficient input
pattern for our method.
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Fig. 6. Pipeline of the proposed CDINet. Our CDINet follows the two-stream structure for features and results extraction, and comprises a Complementary
and Discriminative Interaction Module (CDIM) for cross-modal feature-result interaction. First, the light field stream and the RGB stream extract features
and initial saliency maps from the sparse views and the center view, respectively. Then, these features and two initial saliency maps are fed to CDIM for
complementing cross-modal features with each other via the maximum-based result index and enhancing the RGB features with discriminative depth cue from
IOU-weighted (i.e., validity-weighted) result. In our CDINet, all saliency maps are generated by the partial decoder and supervised by the GT. Besides, the
light field stream adopts the PSV transition of input views and the extra supervision of novel view synthesis to assist the extraction of light field features.
GT view denotes the ground truth of the synthesized novel view.

C. Overview of CDINet

As illustrated in Fig. 6, our CDINet comprises the light
field stream, RGB stream and the key Complementary and
Discriminative Interaction Module (CDIM). Light field stream
explores the selected key sparse views via the multiplane-
image (MPI) network [40] to extract light field features,
and RGB stream employs the VGG-16 [79] backbone on
the center view to extract RGB features. The extracted fea-
tures of light field stream and RGB stream are fed to two
partial decoders [52] to generate two initial saliency maps
Sl f and Srgb. Subsequently, the extracted features and two
saliency maps are fed to CDIM, which contains the parallel
Maximum-based Complementarity Unit and IOU-weighted
Discrimination Unit, for cross-modal feature-result interaction.
Finally, the output features of CDIM are sent to the third
partial decoder for generating the final saliency map S f inal .

Specifically, the MPI network adopted in light field stream
is used to extract the implicit depth cue from the key sparse
views. This network was originally developed to generate the
MPI (i.e., a set of fronto-parallel RGBα images at multiple
depth planes) for scene representation, and it is supervised
by view synthesis. The characteristic of scene representation

makes the features from the MPI network contain the depth
cue required by LF SOD. In our implementation, we follow its
pipeline to project each non-center sparse view to the center
view position under multiple depth planes, forming a 3D tensor
input, i.e., the plane-sweep-volume (PSV). Then, in MPI-based
view synthesis, we synthesize a randomly selected non-key
view (i.e., novel view) with the MPI representation and use the
ground truth of that novel view for supervision. More details
about the MPI network can refer to [40].

D. Complementary and Discriminative Interaction Module

In CDIM, the sizes of input features (i.e., f l f and
f rgb) and saliency maps (i.e., Sl f and Srgb) are defined as
Rh×w×c and Rh×w×1, respectively. A naive way for the cross-
modal feature-result interaction is the direct concatenation-
convolution operation, which ignores the explicit guidance of
two-stream results for features. To fully explore the prior of
initial results, we propose the CDIM, which contains two novel
units, i.e., Maximum-based Complementarity Unit (MCU)
and IOU-weighted Discrimination Unit (IDU). The details of
CDIM are shown in the middle of Fig. 6, and we elaborate it
as follows.
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1) Maximum-Based Complementarity Unit: A typical case
in natural scene is that the salient object is composed of dif-
ferent colors, denoted as the different-looking regions. In this
case, RGB features f rgb may cause incomplete detection in
Srgb. Thus, in the MCU, we aim at complementing these
missing regions by f l f and Sl f based on their depth cue,
which is promising to generate more complete result.

To highlight all detected regions from two initial saliency
maps, we first take the maximum of Sl f and Srgb to generate
the stitched map Smax ∈ Rh×w×1, denoted as follows:

Smax = MAX(Sl f , Srgb), (7)

where MAX(·) is the element-wise maximum. This operation
is used to reveal the pixel-level contributions of each modal
features, which can in turn guide the complementarity of them.

Then, we backtrack the source index (i.e., Sl f or Srgb)
of each value in Smax , getting two binary index matri-
ces {i dxl f , i dxrgb} ∈ Rh×w×1. For each pixel (x, y) in
i dxl f (x, y), the value is defined as:

i dxl f (x, y) =

{
0, Smax (x, y) = Srgb(x, y)

1, Smax (x, y) = Sl f (x, y).
(8)

Notably, i dxl f (x, y) is set to 0 if Srgb(x, y) = Sl f (x, y),
and i dxrgb = 1− i dxl f . The obtained i dxl f /i dxrgb provides
the explicit index information of the larger saliency response
at each pixel position, making up for the missing regions in
Sl f /Srgb.

According to i dxl f and i dxrgb, we achieve the cross-modal
complementarity feature f max ∈ Rh×w×c, which can be
defined as follows:

f max =
(
i dxl f ⊙ f l f

)
⊕

(
i dxrgb ⊙ f rgb

)
, (9)

where ⊙ is the element-wise multiplication, and ⊕ is the
element-wise addition. This operation transfers the information
of maximum index from two-stream saliency maps to cross-
modal features, enhancing the feature-result interaction.

To further suppress the background distraction in f max ,
we adopt the stitched map Smax to purify f max , and obtain
the output feature of MCU (i.e., f mcu ∈ Rh×w×c) as follows:

f mcu = Smax ⊙ f max . (10)

With the above maximum-based feature-result complemen-
tarity, f mcu can complement the missing salient regions,
containing the whole saliency information from f l f and f rgb.

2) IOU-Weighted Discrimination Unit: The depth cue
implied in Sl f and f l f plays a key role in suppressing the
redundant background distraction in Srgb detected by RGB
features f rgb. And Sl f exhibits more explicit location of
objects than f l f according to its expression form, which is
an intuitive probability map. Thus, a valid Sl f has the ability
to highlight the foreground object in the final result. Similar
to some work [72], [73] on 3D SOD, which focuses on the
quality of depth map, the validity of Sl f needs to be carefully
estimated now, avoiding its negative effects on the final results.
Considering the fact that the valid Sl f always shares the
common foreground object with Srgb, in the IDU, we exploit
the intersection relationship between Srgb and Sl f as a soft
index to estimate the validity of Sl f , and bring the valid depth
cue from Sl f to enhance f rgb.

Fig. 7. Feature visualization in CDIM. f l f and f rgb are the input
cross-modal features of CDIM, while Sl f and Srgb are the input two-stream
saliency maps. f mcu and f idu are the output features of MCU and IDU,
respectively. f cdim is the output feature of CDIM. The value in f idu is the
validity weight computed from the IOU between Sl f and Srgb .

Concretely, we novelly adopt the value of intersection-over-
union (IOU) between Sl f and Srgb as the validity weight
ωiou,l f ∈ [0, 1] for Sl f , computed as follows:

ωiou,l f =
|Sl f ∩ Srgb|

|Sl f ∪ Srgb|
. (11)

Notably, 1 − ωiou,l f is denoted as ωiou,rgb. In this way, the
obtained ωiou,l f /ωiou,rgb can confirm the validity weight of
two-stream saliency maps Sl f /Srgb, and facilitate fusing the
valid depth cue from Sl f into the validity-weighted map Siou ∈

Rh×w×1, defined as follows:

Siou =
(
ωiou,l f ⊙ Sl f

)
⊕

(
ωiou,rgb ⊙ Srgb

)
. (12)

Specifically, if Sl f has the intersection region with Srgb
(i.e., ωiou,l f > 0), we consider it as the valid depth cue.
In this time, in Siou , the value of the above intersection
region is higher than other regions, which can distinguish the
salient regions. Otherwise, if Sl f has no intersection with Srgb
(i.e., ωiou,l f = 0 and ωiou,rgb = 1), we consider it as the
invalid depth cue and Eq. 12 degenerates to Siou = Srgb.
Generally, the obtained Siou identifies the valid depth cue from
Sl f , and encourages the subsequent feature-result interaction.

Finally, to bring the valid depth cue to f rgb, we combine the
validity-weighted map Siou with f rgb, and obtain the output
feature of IDU (i.e., f idu ∈ Rh×w×c) as follows:

f idu = Siou ⊙ f rgb. (13)

With the above IOU-weighted (i.e., validity-weighted) feature-
result discrimination, f idu can exploit the depth cue from
Sl f without disturbance to locate the salient object accurately.
As shown in Fig. 6, by adding the above f idu with f mcu ,
we obtain the final output feature of CDIM (i.e., f cdim ∈

Rh×w×c), which comprehensively integrates appearance cue
and depth cue from the RGB stream and the light field stream,
to generate the final saliency map via the third partial decoder.

In Fig. 7, the penultimate column depicts features of MCU
(1st row) and of IDU (2nd and 3rd rows). Concretely, in the
first row of Fig. 7, f rgb detects the incomplete salient object in
Srgb due to different-looking regions. After the feature-result
complementarity in MCU, these missing regions are success-
fully complemented with f l f in f mcu . In the last two rows of
Fig. 7, we show the case of valid and invalid Sl f separately.
When Sl f provides valid depth cue, as shown in the second
row, its validity weight is high, i.e., 0.705, which can highlight
the salient object from distracted background in f idu . When
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Sl f provides invalid depth cue, as shown in the third row, its
validity weight is very low, i.e., 0.002, which can be fully
discriminated with Srgb in f idu . As shown in the last column
of Fig. 7, in f cdim , the salient regions of these three examples
are accurately highlighted with depth cue through our novel
cross-modal feature-result interaction in CDIM.

E. Implementation Details
1) Total Loss: As shown in Fig. 6, the generated two-stream

saliency maps Sl f and Srgb and final saliency map S f inal are
supervised by the GT saliency map Gs with Binary Cross-
Entropy (BCE) loss. The synthesized view Lnovel in light field
stream is supervised by the GT view Gv with L1 loss. The total
loss function is defined as:

loss =

∑
i

(Lbce(up(Si ), Gs)) + L1(Lnovel , Gv), (14)

where i ∈ {l f, rgb, f inal}, Lbce(·, ·) denotes the BCE loss,
L1(·, ·) denotes the L1 loss, and up(·) denotes the upsampling
operation that all generated saliency maps are upsampled to
the resolution of Gs by bilinear interpolation.

2) Training Setting: The proposed CDINet is implemented
by TensorFlow with a Tesla P100 GPU. Following [21], [22],
we choose 512 samples from HFUT-Lytro Illum [21] as our
training set, and select the angular resolution of light field as
7 × 7. We augment them with rotation, flipping and brightness
variations, and resize their spatial resolution to 352 × 352.
Concretely, the augmenting process is implemented on the
lenslet image, which can be considered as a 4D augmentation,
and the rotation is limited to 90◦, 180◦ and 270◦ to avoid
leaking the information from one view into other views. For
resizing of light field, we resize each view separately, and
then adjust their angular positions with the same ratio. The
parameters of light field stream and RGB stream are initialized
from pre-trained MPI [40] and VGG-16 [79] model, respec-
tively, and the newly added convolution layers are initialized
by Xavier [80]. The number of depth planes in MPI network
is set to 16. For other hyper parameters, we set the batch size
to 4, and set the initial learning rate to 10−4. The learning
rate is divided by 10 every 30 epochs. We adopt the Adam
optimizer [81] to train our CDINet for 40 epochs.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Datasets and Evaluation Metrics
1) Datasets. To evaluate the performance of the pro-

posed method, we conduct experiments on three public LF
multi-view SOD datasets: HFUT-Lytro Illum [21], HFUT-
Lytro [10] and DUTLF-V2 [39]. The details of these datasets
are described as follows.

HFUT-Lytro Illum5 [21]: This dataset contains 640 high-
quality light fields captured by a Lytro Illum camera. The
provided light field form is the lenslet image, which can be
split to the required multi-view array. We also generate the
depth maps with the Lytro Power Tools.6 In this dataset,
512 samples are used as the training set, and the remaining
samples are used for test.

5https://github.com/pencilzhang/MAC-light-field-saliency-net
6https://github.com/kmader/lytro-power-tools

Fig. 8. Three input patterns of five views. 5 (pattern-A) and 5 (pattern-B)
are the two input patterns as suggested in [86], and 5 (Ours) is the explored
five diagonal views.

HFUT-Lytro7 [10]: This dataset consists of 255 light fields
captured by a Lytro first-generation camera, which provides
all-focus images, focal stacks, depth maps, multi-view arrays
as well as the corresponding ground truth. It is a challenging
dataset, including small / multiple objects, various spatial dis-
tribution, etc. Some focal stack-based methods [15], [16] can
be implemented on this dataset for comparison.

DUTLF-V28 [39]: This large-scale dataset is recently
released for versatile 2D, 3D and 4D SOD, which is the
updated version of DUTLF-FS [14] and DUTLF-MV [19].
It contains 102 classes and 4204 light fields captured by a
Lytro Illum camera, and offers all-focus images, focal stacks,
depth maps, multi-view arrays and the ground truth.

2) Evaluation Metrics: We employ five widely used met-
rics with the evaluation toolbox9 to assess the predicted
saliency maps. E-measure (Eξ ) [82] is the metric proposed
for binary map, which considers the local pixel-level matching
and global image-level statistics information. S-measure (Sλ,
λ = 0.5) [83] is proposed for evaluating both region-aware
and object-aware structural similarity between the predicted
saliency maps and ground truth. Weighted F-measure (Fw

β ,
β2

= 1) [84] is the extended metric from F-measure (Fβ ,
β2

= 0.3) [85]. F-measure is the harmonic mean of precision
and recall for binary map, in which the precision is empha-
sized over recall. Weighted F-measure takes the location of
errors into consideration, which provides the extra weight for
precision and recall. Mean Absolute Error (MAE, M) is the
average pixel-wise errors. In this paper, we adopt the adaptive
threshold for computing the E-measure and F-measure.

B. Ablation Analysis

To analyze the impact of our proposed components on
the final performance of CDINet, we mainly investigate:
1) the number of key sparse views; 2) the positions of key
sparse views; 3) the universality of key sparse views; 4) the
effectiveness of view supervision and PSV transition in light
field stream; 5) the importance of CDIM, MCU and IDU in
CDINet; and 6) the rationality of MCU and IDU in CDIM.
In this section, the ablation analyses are conducted on the
challenging HFUT-Lytro [10], and all variants are retrained
with the same setting in Sec. III-E.

1) Number of Key Sparse Views: In Sec. III-B, we select five
diagonal views as the explored key sparse views, which form

7https://github.com/pencilzhang/HFUT-Lytro-dataset
8https://github.com/OIPLab-DUT/DUTLF-V2
9https://github.com/jiwei0921/Saliency-Evaluation-Toolbox
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TABLE I
ABLATION ANALYSES FOR THE SELECTION OF KEY SPARSE VIEWS

IN CDINET.WE PROVIDE EIGHT SOLUTIONS OF VIEW SELECTION
WITH 1, 3, 5 (OURS), 9, 9-DIAGONAL, 5 (PATTERN-A),

5 (PATTERN-B) AND 5-RANDOM VIEWS.THE BEST
RESULT IN EACH COLUMN IS BOLD

a sparse but efficient input pattern for our CDINet. In this
analysis, we change the key views number to “1”, “3” and
“9”, respectively. Concretely, views number “1” denotes that
we select the center view as input for both two streams, views
number “3” denotes selecting the left-top, right-bottom and
center views as the key sparse views, and views number “9”
denotes the input pattern shown in Fig. 5(a) that we add the
extra four most vertical and horizontal views. We also select
nine diagonal views for comparison, named “9-diagonal”.

As listed in the first five rows of Tab. I, we observe that
the CDINet with our five diagonal views achieves the best
performance among all selections. Notably, the performance
is improved gradually when views number increases from
“1” to “5”, which is inline with the RMSE-k curve shown
in Fig. 2. However, when we continue increasing the views
number to “9”, the performance is degraded. The reason is
that the selected five diagonal views contain sufficient implicit
depth cue for LF SOD, while adding more redundant views
contributes less to the performance but brings more interfer-
ence information for SOD. This ablation result indicates the
appropriateness of selecting five views as our key sparse views.

2) Positions of Key Sparse Views: To validate the superiority
of our explored pattern (i.e., diagonal positions), we retrain our
CDINet tailored for other two representative patterns of five
views as suggested in [86]. The patterns of them are shown
in Fig. 8, and denoted as “5 (pattern-A)” and “5 (pattern-
B)”, respectively. Besides, we also retrain the model to accept
the randomly selected input patterns, denoted as “5-random”.
To evaluate its performance, we randomly select 10 patterns
for each sample, and report the average result of them.

As listed in the last three rows of Tab. I, the ablation results
show the superiority of the explored diagonal positions. With
the same number of views, the diagonal positions can provide
more depth cue than “5 (pattern-A)” and “5 (pattern-B)” for LF
SOD, and is also more effective than the random pattern. With
both explored number and positions, our key sparse views form
an efficient input pattern for the subsequent CDINet.

3) Universality of Key Sparse Views: To further verify
the universality of our key sparse views, we apply them to
the LF SOD method MTCNet [22]. We replace its original

TABLE II
ABLATION ANALYSES FOR THE UNIVERSALITY OF KEY SPARSE

VIEWS.THE BEST RESULT IN EACH COLUMN IS BOLD

TABLE III
ABLATION RESULTS OF NOVEL VIEW SUPERVISION, PSV TRANSITION

AND PRE-TRAINED MPI PARAMETERS IN LIGHT FIELD STREAM.
THE BEST RESULT IN EACH COLUMN IS BOLD

TABLE IV
ABLATION RESULTS ON CONFIRMING THE IMPORTANCE OF CDIM, MCU

AND IDU IN CDINET.THE BEST RESULT IN EACH COLUMN IS BOLD

star-shaped 25 views with our key sparse views (only 5 views),
denoted as “MTCNet-5”. We also refer to the original MTCNet
as “MTCNet-25”. The results are listed in Tab. II. The two
models exhibit comparable performance. It demonstrates that
our key sparse views maintain the valuable information of
the original light field for LF SOD, and they potentially have
universality in other methods.

4) Effectiveness of View Supervision and PSV Transition in
Light Field Stream: The MPI network in the light field stream
extracts the depth cue by supervising the novel view synthesis.
The PSV transition of input views also assists in this extraction
process. To verify their effectiveness individually, we remove
the novel view supervision (including MPI-based view synthe-
sis and all DeConv layers), denoted as “w/o VS”, and the PSV
transition, denoted as “w/o PSV”, respectively. Tab. III shows
the results. Since both are critical to depth cue extraction, they
contribute significantly to the SOD performance.

In this work, we initialize the parameters of the light field
stream from pre-trained MPI [40]. To also validate this choice,
we design a variant to train our light field stream from scratch,
denoted as “w/o Pre_MPI”. Tab. III lists the result. It indicates
that the initialization from pre-trained MPI is important. It can
ease the training process for our light field stream in extracting
depth cues from such sparse input views.

5) Importance of CDIM, MCU and IDU in CDINet: To eval-
uate the importance of the key module CDIM for our CDINet,
we replace it with the concatenation-convolution operation for
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Fig. 9. Variants of MCU / IDU in CDIM.

the cross-modal feature-result interaction, which is denoted
as “w/o CDIM”. Then, to further examine the importance of
proposed MCU and IDU for CDINet, we remove each of them
separately and represent these two variants as “w/o MCU” and
“w/o IDU”.

The comparison results are listed in Tab. IV. We can observe
that “w/o CDIM” achieves the worst performance especially
in the global metrics Sλ and Fw

β . The reason is that the simple
concatenation-convolution operation cannot actually perceive
the guidance of initial two-stream results to features, causing
inaccurate global structure of salient object. When removing
the IDU, “w/o IDU” has no ability to suppress the background
distraction, causing 4.5% loss in Fw

β and 5.1% loss in Fβ

compared with our complete CDINet. When removing the
MCU, “w/o MCU” also causes 2.0% loss in Sλ and 3.1%
loss in Fw

β . The reason is that MCU plays a key role in
highlighting all salient regions detected by two streams in
the final result. With both MCU and IDU (i.e., the complete
CDIM), our method achieves the best performance.

6) Rationality of MCU and IDU in CDIM: To further
validate the rationality of MCU and IDU in CDIM, we design
three variants for MCU and three variants for IDU. The
structure of these variants are shown in Fig. 9, and the ablation
results are listed in Tab. V.

In MCU, the maximum-based operation is employed on
the two-stream initial results to obtain the key index matrix,
which is then used as the guidance for the cross-modal features
complementarity. As shown in the first row of Fig. 9, in its first
variant, we remove both the maximum-based operation and the
guidance of index matrix, and replace them with the element-
wise addition, which is denoted as “w/o MAX-index-A”. Also,
we replace the maximum-based operation with the element-
wise multiplication, which is denoted as “w/o MAX-index-M”.
To further explore the rationality of index matrix, we remove
this step separately, which is denoted as “w/o index”.

The ablation results of these MCU variants are listed in the
first three rows of Tab. V. We can observe that “w/o MAX-
index-A” damages the performance especially in Sλ and Fw

β .
The first reason is that the direct addition between two-stream
initial results actually emphasizes on their common regions
but does not complement the missing regions. In this way,
the salient response of the missing regions is lower than that
of the common regions, degrading the complementary effect.

TABLE V
ABLATION RESULTS ON VALIDATING THE RATIONALITY OF MCU AND

IDU IN CDIM.THE BEST RESULT IN EACH COLUMN IS BOLD

Another reason is that the direct addition between cross-modal
features may weaken the saliency information which is already
extracted by one of them. “w/o MAX-index-M” shows that
the direct multiplication between two-stream initial results
is also worse than the maximum-based operation. When we
add back the maximum-based operation in MCU, “w/o index”
alleviates the performance loss, especially achieving 3.0% gain
in Fw

β compared with “w/o MAX-index-A”. However, due
to the lack of index matrix transferred from the two-stream
results, the cross-modal features complementarity cannot be
fully explored. Compared to these three variants, our complete
version of MCU effectively encourages the feature-result com-
plementarity, complementing the missing salient regions to the
maximum extent.

To also validate the rationality of IDU, we design three
variants for its key validity weight ωiou,l f through changing
its value to 1, 0 and 0.5, respectively. As shown in the second
rows of Fig. 9, the first variant “SL F -FR” denotes ωiou,l f = 1,
which equals to enhancing RGB features f rgb with Sl f ;
the second variant “SR-FR” denotes ωiou,l f = 0, which
equals to enhancing f rgb with Srgb; and the third variant
“avgSL F,R-FR” denotes ωiou,l f = 0.5, which equals to
enhancing f rgb with the average map of Sl f and Srgb.

The ablation results of these variants are listed in the last
three rows of Tab. V. Obviously, we can observe that directly
exploring the depth cue from Sl f in “SL F -FR” severely
damages the performance. The reason is that the invalid Sl f
brings the negative effects on the salient regions. This result
demonstrates the necessity of our validity discrimination for
Sl f in IDU. Conversely, “SR-FR” discards the input Sl f and
only relies on the appearance cue from Srgb to enhance f rgb.
Although this variant avoids the negative effects from invalid
Sl f , there is no depth cue that can be exploited to suppress
the background distraction, inevitably causing 1.1% loss in
Fw

β compared with our complete IDU. Different from the
above two variants, “avgSL F,R-FR” fixes the validity weight
to 0.5 as a kind of compromise. In this variant, the validity
weight of Sl f cannot be flexibly adjusted according to the
actual intersection relationship between Sl f and Srgb, thus the
invalid Sl f still affects the final result, causing 1.3% loss in Sλ

and 2.6% loss in Fw
β . In contrast, our complete IDU novelly

explores the IOU value between Sl f and Srgb as the validity
weight of Sl f , which discriminates the validity of Sl f in a
soft way, enhancing the subsequent feature-result interaction
between Sl f and f rgb without disturbance.
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Fig. 10. Result visualization of ablation analysis. (a) w/o CDIM, (b) w/o MCU, (c) w/o IDU, (d) w/o MAX-index-A, (e) w/o MAX-index-M, (f) w/o index,
(g) SL F -FR , (h) SR -FR and (i) avgSL F,R -FR .

In Fig. 10, we show the saliency maps predicted by our
CDINet and its nine variants on three examples, corresponding
to different-looking regions (1st row), valid depth cue from Sl f
(2nd row) and invalid depth cue from Sl f (3rd row). For the
first example, our CDINet with original MCU complements
more missing regions for the bottle than “w/o CDIM”, “w/o
MCU” and “w/o MAX-index-A”, and achieves better edge
details than “w/o index”. For the second example, we can
obviously observe that our CDINet with original IDU can
fully exploit the valid depth cue to highlight the foreground
green box, while “w/o CDIM”, “w/o IDU” and “SR-FR” fail
to suppress the background box due to their lack or inadequate
use of depth cue from Sl f . For the third example, the salient
traffic signs are not on the foreground, thus the depth cue from
Sl f tends to be invalid. Our CDINet with original IDU can still
highlight the salient regions with the appearance cue from the
RGB stream, while “w/o CDIM”, “SL F -FR” and “avgSL F,R-
FR” make some of these regions disappear. In summary, our
CDINet with original cross-modal feature-result interaction
module CDIM, which complements the missing salient regions
in MCU and discriminates valid depth cue from Sl f in IDU,
achieves the best prediction results on these three examples
compared with its nine variants.

C. Comparison With State-of-the-Art Methods

1) Comparison Methods: We compare the proposed CDINet
with 21 state-of-the-art CNN-based SOD methods, includ-
ing 2D RGB methods, i.e., CPD [52], BASNet [53],
PFAN [54], ITSD [55] and CAGNet [56], 3D RGB-D meth-
ods, i.e., ICNet [65], S2MA [70], SSF [72], CMWNet [66],
BBSNet [67], ASIF-Net [68], VST [71] and EBFS [69], and
4D LF methods, i.e., DLFS [19], MoLF [15], LFNet [16],
LFDCN [21], MTCNet [22], DLGLRG [17], OBGNet [23]
and ESCNet [20].

We first follow [21] and [22] to train our CDINet with
the training set of HFUT-Lytro Illum [21], and conduct the
comparison on the test set of HFUT-Lytro Illum and all
samples of HFUT-Lytro [10]. We also retrain OBGNet [23]
and ESCNet [20] on this training set for comparison. For
2D methods [52], [53], [54], [55], [56], since they have very
large-scale training set as compared with ours (10553 vs.
512), we retrain them on our training set for fair comparison.
For other methods, the saliency maps are either provided by
authors or produced with the released codes. Notably, we test
focal stack-based 4D methods MoLF [15] and DLGLRG [17]

on HFUT-Lytro Illum using the focal stack data supplemented
by [75]. Since DLGLRG [17] has a training set that includes
100 samples of HFUT-Lytro, we do not test it on this dataset.
LFNet [16] does not release the code and only provides the
results on HFUT-Lytro.

To further conduct the comparison with these methods on
the recently released dataset DUTLF-V2 [39], we retrain our
CDINet and all other 4D methods10 with the training set of
DUTLF-V2 (i.e., 2957 samples), and test them on the 1247 test
samples of DUTLF-V2. For 2D and 3D methods, we directly
test them on this dataset.

2) Quantitative Comparison: The quantitative comparison
results are listed in Tab. VI. Specifically, when calculating the
average ranking (i.e., “AvgR”) of each method, we exclude
LFNet [16] and DLGLRG [17] because they cannot test on
some datasets as explained before.

Our method outperforms all these competitors on the
large-scale dataset DUTLF-V2 in terms of five metrics
and achieves competitive performance (mostly Top-2) on
HFUT-Lytro Illum and HFUT-Lytro datasets. Across all fifteen
metrics, it ranks first in ten and second in three. Notably,
our method surpasses all 2D methods on these three datasets,
demonstrating the critical role of implicit depth cues from
light field data. As compared with the best 3D methods,
i.e., VST [71] (Transformer-based), our method achieves gains
of 2.5% and 3.1% in Fw

β and Fβ , respectively, on the
DUTLF-V2 dataset. As compared with the 4D methods,
MTCNet [22] is the second-best method among all 2D, 3D
and 4D competitors. Despite using a more sparse input pattern
than MTCNet (25 star-shaped views→5 diagonal views), our
method still outperforms MTCNet on HFUT-Lytro Illum and
DUTLF-V2 datasets and achieves gains of 1.5% and 2.5% in
Sλ and Fw

β , respectively, on the HFUT-Lytro dataset. All these
results indicate the effectiveness of our CDINet in addressing
LF SOD, leveraging carefully selected key sparse views and
novel feature-result interaction.

3) Visual Comparison: To further illustrate the superior-
ity of our method, we show the visual comparisons with
top-ranking methods among 2D, 3D and 4D SOD methods in
Fig. 11. We select several representative images and divide

10Specifically, the performance of LFNet [16] on DUTLF-V2 is not
reported since it does not release the code for training and test. For
DLGLRG [17] and OBGNet [23], the former one only releases the test code
and the latter one was originally trained on DUTLF-V2. We choose to directly
test them on this dataset.
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TABLE VI
QUANTITATIVE PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF OUR METHOD AND OTHER 21 STATE-OF-THE-ART CNN-BASED 2D, 3D AND 4D METHODS ON

LIGHT FIELD MULTI-VIEW DATASETS HFUT-LYTRO ILLUM [21], HFUT-LYTRO [10] AND DUTLF-V2 [39] WITH ADAPTIVE E-MEASURE,
S-MEASURE, WEIGHTED F-MEASURE, ADAPTIVE F-MEASURE AND MAE.WE ALSO REPRESENT THE FRAMES PER SECOND (FPS) AND

THE FLOATING POINT OPERATIONS (FLOPS) OF EACH METHOD,AND THE AVERAGE RANKING IN TERMS OF FIVE METRICS ON
THREE DATASETS, DENOTED AS AVGR.↑ AND ↓ INDICATE LARGER AND SMALLER IS BETTER, RESPECTIVELY.

THE TOP THREE RESULTS ARE MARKED IN RED, BLUE AND GREEN

them into four challenging scenes, including (1) different-
looking regions (1st and 2nd rows), i.e., the same salient object
comprises different color regions, (2) different-depth planes
(3rd and 4th rows), i.e., similar salient objects are located at
different distances, (3) complicated background (5th and 6th

rows) and (4) non-salient foreground (7th and 8th rows).
(1) Different-Looking Regions: Our method detects more

complete salient object which is split by some different-
looking regions. For example, the panel and bracket of the
warning sign (1st row) and the handle of the transparent cup
(2nd row) cannot be completely detected by most competitors.
In this case, the proposed MCU plays a key role to the final
results. It explores the depth cue from the light field stream
to successfully complement these missing regions.

(2) Different-Depth Planes: Our method can highlight the
similar salient objects distributed on different-depth planes.
For example, most competitors only detect the closest price
card (3rd row) and billboard (4th row), while the farther one
disappears in the results. In our MCU, the appearance cue
and the depth cue are actually complemented with each other,

and thus our CDINet is the only method which can detect the
farthest billboards in the 4th row.

(3) Complicated Background: Our method can accurately
locate the foreground object from the complicated background
with the valid depth cue of light field. For example, the
bright-colored flowers behind the doll (5th row) and the tree
branch between the target objects (6th row) are also detected
as salient regions by some competitors. Thanks to the valid
interaction between initial light field saliency map and RGB
features in IDU, our CDINet can effectively suppress the
redundant background distraction.

(4) Non-Salient Foreground: Our method can also produce
the accurate results even when the salient object is not in
the foreground. In this scene, the depth cue has less or
none contribution to the final results. Some 3D and 4D
methods, which rely heavily on the depth cue, either detect
the non-salient foreground objects (7th row) or make part
of the salient object disappear (8th row). The IDU not only
exploits the depth cue from initial light field saliency map,
but also flexibly discriminates its validity with the intersection
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Fig. 11. Visual comparisons with nine top-ranking CNN-based SOD methods, including 4D LF methods (MTCNet [22], OBGNet [23], ESCNet [20]),
3D RGB-D methods (ICNet [65], CMWNet [66], VST [71], EBFS [69]), and 2D RGB methods (CPD [52], ITSD [55]).

relationship between two-stream initial results, improving the
robustness of our CDINet in this challenging scene.

4) Complexity Evaluation: We also report the Frames Per
Second (FPS) and the Floating Point Operations (FLOPs) of
each method in Tab. VI. The FPS of all methods is calculated
on a Tesla P100 GPU. Due to the high-dimensional data to be
processed, 4D methods have the slower FPS and larger FLOPs
than most of 2D and 3D methods. Since we use the key sparse
views to reduce the redundancy among all views, our CDINet
achieves the fastest FPS and the fourth smallest FLOPs among
all 4D methods. Taking number of required input views, SOD
performance, FPS and FLOPs together, we believe our CDINet
has the potentiality for practical applications of LF SOD.

D. Discussion
1) Depth Cue in Light Field Stream: Our light field stream

adopts the MPI network [40] to extract the depth cue. It is an
unsupervised manner, which takes the view synthesis as the
target and does not need ground truth depth maps. To visually
demonstrate the extracted depth cue, we follow [87] to present
some depth maps generated from the predicted MPI in Fig. 12.
These scenes are from the DUTLF-V2 dataset [39].

Our depth maps are consistent with those from the dataset,
indicating successful extraction of depth cues. Moreover, one
advantage of using the unsupervised manner can be found in
the 4th scene, where the dataset’s depth map has low quality.
Since we do not use this map as supervision, we can avoid
its negative impacts and extract more reliable depth cues (see
our generated depth map).

Fig. 12. Depth maps generated in the light field stream of our CDINet in
the DUTLF-V2 dataset [39]. We compare them with depth maps provided in
the dataset. We also show our initial light field-stream saliency maps Slf and
the corresponding ground truth.

In our CDINet, the light field features are from the above
MPI network, so they contain the depth cue. Since the light
field-stream saliency map is generated by these features, it also
contains the depth cue, as shown in the last column of Fig. 12.
Using these features and the saliency map, we explore the
depth cue from key sparse views for LF SOD.

2) Key Sparse View Selection: In this work, the selected key
sparse views follow a fixed pattern. According to the low-rank
statistical analysis (refer to Sec. III-B), they are universal for
most scenes. While finding key views for each scene may
benefit SOD, it can be costly as it still requires capturing all
views before selecting the key views. Our fixed pattern directly
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Fig. 13. Illustration of some failure cases.

reduces the number of views to be captured while maintaining
relatively reliable performance for LF SOD. Therefore, it is
beneficial in practical applications.

3) Limitation and Future Work: Although our model outper-
forms others in most scenes, there are still some exceptions.
Fig. 13 shows cases in which our model performs worse than
MTCNet [22] and VST [71]. First, our model cannot preserve
object boundaries well (1st and 2nd rows). This limitation is
due to the lack of boundary prediction and supervision as
in [22], [71], which can be exploited in the future. Second,
when multiple bright objects are in the foreground, our model
may highlight them without discrimination (3rd and 4th rows).
The long-range context information [71] or deeper aggregation
of RGB features [22] is required in such cases beyond using
the appearance and depth cues solely.

Besides, exploring light-weighted networks is another
potential future work. While our method has achieved the
fastest FPS (15 fps) and relatively small FLOPs (307.85G)
compared to existing 4D methods, it still faces challenges
in real-time applications. One approach worth considering is
knowledge distillation [88], which can retain the advantages
of light field data while improving efficiency. We can also
incorporate some high-efficiency modules [89] to reduce
model complexity.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a novel CDINet to address
LF SOD. To extricate our CDINet from the high number
requirement of input views, we conclude the key sparse views
(i.e., five diagonal views), which are concise but efficient,
as the input pattern through the low rank-based statistical
analysis on the mixed LF SOD dataset for the first time.
To better explore the implicit depth cue from the selected key
sparse views for LF SOD, we propose a key module CDIM
in our CDINet to encourage the comprehensive cross-modal
feature-result interaction. In CDIM, the Maximum-based
Complementarity Unit exploits the information of maxi-
mum index from two-stream initial results to complement
cross-modal features with each other, and the IOU-weighted
Discrimination Unit discriminates the actual intersection rela-
tionship between two-stream initial results to enhance the
RGB features with the valid depth cue. Extensive experiments,
including ablation and comparison analyses, demonstrate that
our CDINet with only five diagonal views achieves competitive
performance as compared with 21 state-of-the-art 2D, 3D and
4D methods under different evaluation metrics.
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